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Welcome to our third edition of the Emulation Zone Newsletter. In this special edition we
celebrate the GEM program’s 30th anniversary and highlight GEM contributions made on the Volume 2, issue 1
F-15 aircraft. We also address difference between QML and Mil-Std-883 testing, provide
insight on future solutions for FAST Microcircuit Obsolescence, and discuss current RadHard
GEM Celebrates 30 years
capabilities and future plans.
Keeping F-15 in Flight
Through our government-industry partnership with the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), QML vs Mil-Std-883 Testing
SRI’s Microcircuit Emulation Center is dedicated to delivering form, fit, function, and interface (F3I) replacements for legacy Department of Defense systems. The Emulation program RadHard Emulation Capability
offers a flexible technology for any phase of a weapon system life cycle. Thus providing a per- FAST Obsolescence
manent solution to obsolescence at the component or board level, while reducing total ownEmulation Success Story F-15
ership cost and maintaining readiness levels.

GEM CELEBRATES ITS 30th ANNIVERSARY!
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2017 marks the thirtieth year of the GEM program. Our history begins in the 1980s when
the Defense Logistics Agency recognized that obsolescence issues would threaten the readiness of many American defense systems. Systems developed in the 1960s and 1970s, i.e., A10, F-15, M1A2 Abrams, phased array radar for Aegis Combat Ships, etc., were facing obsolescence challenges. In 1987, DLA contracted with SRI to begin a research and development
effort on how to best replace obsolete microcircuits. DLA and the Defense Electronics
Supply Center (DESC) Columbus, OH, and SRI/Sarnoff then initiated the GEM program in
1987 which was a ManTech R&D effort. Subsequent follow on GEM programs included the
Validation and Verification R&D (1992) and the Transition to full scale production (1997)
programs. To further prevent obsolescence issues caused by the continuing rapid advancements in technology, the AME program was initiated in 1997 with a ManTech R&D effort.
The AME program develops emulation capability for future obsolescence issues including
digital and analog technologies. To date, the GEM Program has shipped more than 113,000
production microcircuits to DLA Land and Maritime, the Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEMs) and directly to the military services in support of the warfighters. SRI is proud to
be part of this valued program and honor this noteworthy occasion.

KEEPING F-15 IN FLIGHT
GEM devices are used in over 375 different weapon systems spanning all
of the military branches; Air Force, Navy, Army, and Marines. One of
the most successful platforms for the Emulation program, where we
have the largest GEM content, is F-15. The F-15 Eagle was designed by
McDonnell Douglas (now Boeing) back in the 1960s and 1970s, and first
entered service in 1976. This aircraft is still in service today with primary users being the United States Air Force, Republic of Korea Air
Force, Japan Air Self-Defense force, Saudi Air Force, and the Israeli Air
Force.
There are approximately 333 GEM NSNs (unique part numbers) used in F-15 and its derivatives, spanning a variety of functions; i.e.,
the Avionics Interface Unit (AIU), Multipurpose Display Processor
(MPDP), Radar Systems, and a Flight Control Computer to name a few.
It is estimated that the GEM program has saved the Government over
$100 M of costly redesigns on this platform alone. The Microcircuit
Emulation Center is still accepting orders and shipping production units
to a variety of customers supporting F-15 today. Contact us to see how
we may help you.
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MICROCIRCUIT TESTING: WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN QML AND MIL-STD-883 PARTS?
Microcircuits used in military applications are typically subjected to more rigorous and stringent testing than their commercial
counterparts, even though the underlying design and manufacturing technology may be the same. However, once semiconductor
wafers are separated into die and assembled into packages, the screening and testing may diverge significantly. In the case of QML
(Qualified Manufacturer List) parts, each of the manufacturing steps are audited and qualified by the DoD.
DLA Land and Maritime in Columbus, OH is the DoD designated qualifying activity for microcircuits. It is the organizational descendant of the Defense Electronic Supply Center (DESC), formerly in Dayton, OH, and the Defense Supply Center, Columbus
(DSCC). As the qualifying activity, DLA both creates and maintains the standard quality and screening requirements and performs
periodic audits to ensure continued compliance for QML manufacturers.
The DoD document which defines the general manufacturing requirements
for QML (Qualified Manufacturer List) microcircuits is MIL-PRF-38535.
This document references detailed test requirements in another DoD
standard, MIL-STD-883. The nearly 1,000 pages in these two documents
define two quality levels, designated as Class Levels “B” and “S”. Class
level “S” is for microcircuit components intended for space applications
while class level “B” is intended for most other military applications which
require capabilities beyond standard commercial practices.
In 1993, MIL-PRF-38535 superseded an earlier document, MIL-M-38510,
which was inactivated. This change was motivated by a combination of
factors, including both a shift in US government philosophy to defer to best
commercial practices when appropriate and the pace of technological
change and development in the microcircuit industry. The “PRF” in the document designation indicates that it is a “performance
specification”. In general, a performance specification defines the end use (“performance”) requirements without mandating explicit methods and approaches to achieve these requirements. Standard Microcircuit Drawings (SMDs) are also performance specifications.
In MIL-PRF-38535, there are, nonetheless, a large number of process and procedural requirements that must be observed, beyond
the testing requirements of individual microcircuits. In addition to any quality references in the part numbering, QML parts also are
marked with a separate “Q” certification designator on the package. QML certification is only relevant to Standard Microcircuit
Drawings (SMDs) and older standard military drawings which were “grandfathered” into the QML program, such as M38510 “slash
sheets” and “JAN” devices.
MIL-STD-883 is the DoD standard which specifies how specific tests and measurements are to be performed. It includes more
than 100 “test methods” ranging from mechanical shock and life-testing to power gain and fault coverage. Of course, not every
test is required (or even relevant) to every device. For military grade microcircuits not covered under the QML program (such as
source or spec control drawings, “SCDs”), parts may screened and tested in accordance with MIL-STD-883. Such parts may be
referred to as “883 compliant” or “1.2.1 compliant” (referring to paragraph 1.2.1 of MIL-STD-883). The use of these terms certifies that such parts conform to all the relevant requirements of MIL-STD-883. Use of certification marks or references to “883”
without actually performing the required tests and screenings could be considered fraud.
Both MIL-PRF-38535 and MIL-STD-883 cover two critical testing aspects:
SCREENING and QUALITY CONFORMANCE INSPECTION (QCI).
Screening requirements define the specific tests that must be performed
on each part which is delivered. QCI tests define specific sampling quantities and the tests to be performed on these samples. In the most recent
revisions of both MIL-PRF-38535 and MIL-STD-883, these requirements
are identical. In the next issue, some of the details of these required tests
and screens will be explored.
SRI is a fully certified (Class Q) QML manufacturer in accordance with
MIL-PRF-38535. This certifies that SRI complies with the manufacturing systems and testing requirements necessary to supply military class
Q, class B and /883B compliant devices. All parts are fully traceable and
delivered with a certificate of conformance in compliance with Customer procurement requirements.
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RADHARD EMULATION CAPABILITY
Production Emulation arrays are inherently capable of meeting certain radiation requirements. Arrays that have been radiation tested have shown Total
Dose tolerance up to 50 krad(Si) on bulk Silicon and up to 1 Mrad(Si) tolerance on Silicon-on-Saphire technologies. SRI has provided MIL-STD-883
QML-certified components to OEMs that are radiation tested by qualified
third parties based on specific customer requirements. The Emulation programs have engaged with customers to deliver components to MILSTAR, B-2
Programs and OEMs for radhard ASICs, SRAM memory, Bus support circuits
and CD4000 logic family designs.

An investigation for Warfighter needs on radhard analog microcircuits is in progress. Due to the current AME Program development for 20V-40V analog microcircuit arrays, RadHard-by-Process (RHBP) techniques can be implemented in this stage. SRI has
engaged outside services to extend this investigation outreach. To further understand and enhance our radhard capabilities during
technology development, we are performing 3D Single Event Effects (SEE) TCAD simulations using state of the art toolsets. Picture below-right is a representation of this work. If you have particular radiation tolerance requirements, please contact us for
more information.

AME DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGY TO ADDRESS FAST MICROCIRCUIT OBSOLESCENCE
In 1978 Fairchild Semiconductor introduced the FAST (Fairchild Advanced
Schottky TTL) logic family, part numbers 54FXXX. These offered a 20 to
30% performance improvement; higher speed and lower power, compared
to previous Schottky families. DLA’s SMCR (standard microcircuit cross
reference) system contains more than 550 unique FAST family parts. Of
these parts only 20% are from sources with an active fabrication capability,
39% are available through After Market sources, and 41% have no current
sources identified. The AME program is developing Emulation technology
which will enable continued manufacturing of these parts. The goal is to
develop technology which will be flexible enough to accommodate most
functions and package types. We are currently in the implementation phase and expect to be fully qualified in 4Q 2017, at which
time production capability will transition to the GEM program for Emulation design usage.

EMULATION SUCCESS STORY: F-15, ALTERA EP310 EPLD
One of the things that makes the GEM program truly unique is that GEM parts will never be discontinued. As a Government
sponsored program, the GEM program and SRI are obligated to maintain a QML (Qualified Manufacturers List) certified manufacturing operation, dedicated to maintaining the capability to reproduce any part it supplies. This point is illustrated in this next
Emulation success story. In 1996 an original OEM approached Sarnoff (SRI) about Emulating a UV Erasable Programmable Logic
Device, an Altera EP310 EPLD. This part was used in multiple applications, twenty-three different programmations, in the F-15
AN/ASQ 195 Signal Data Converter Set (SDCS). SRI’s solution for Programmable Logic Devices is to Emulate hardcoded ASIC
replacements of programed variants. This was an acceptable solution for the customer and they proceeded to provide a
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EMULATION SUCCESS STORY: F-15, ALTERA EP310 EPLD (continued)
drawing, source code and simulation information, along with sample parts
to assist in our reverse engineering efforts. SRI Engineers were able to
target on of our many GEM stock arrays and selected a 1.5 µm, 384 gate
array. Next our design team translated fuse map information into test
vector sets. In 1997 SRI delivered devices which successfully passed all
application requirements for system insertion testing . Now, some twenty years later, SRI is still delivering QML certified parts and have shipped
over 9.5K units.

UPCOMING TRADESHOWS
DIXIE CROW
March 21 – 22, 2017
Museum of Aviation
Warner Robins, GA
Booth 54

GOMAC: Government Microcircuit
Applications and Critical Technology
Conference
March 21—22, 2017
The Grand Sierra Resort
Reno, NV
Booth 18

We also plan to exhibit at:
Heart (Hardened Electronics and Radiation Technology), April 24-28, Denver, CO
Tinker and the Primes, August 21-23, Midwest City, OK
DLA Land & Maritime Supplier Conference & Exposition, August TBD, Columbus, OH
F-16 & Proven Aircraft TCG Worldwide Review, September 11-14, Ogden, UT
C-130 TCG International Technical Program Review, October 2017, TBD
F-15 Technical Coordination Program (TCP) Worldwide Review, November 2017, TBD
DMSMS, December 4-7, Tampa, FL

RECENTLY ATTENDED SHOWS
We attended the Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Material Shortages (DMSMS)
show from November 28th—December 1st 2016, where the show theme was
“Improving Technical Excellence throughout the Lifecycle.” SRI provided two presentations at the conference, “Solutions in the Advanced Microcircuit Emulation (AME)
Program,” and, “DLA’s Generalized Emulation of Microcircuits (GEM) Program.”
Thanks to all who stopped by our booth and who attended the presentations!

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?
We have created a new comprehensive video providing an overview of the GEM and AME programs. It also provides a tutorial on semiconductor manufacturing and wafer processing. Check
it out on our web site, www.gemems.com, or go directly to our You Tube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mN0WFGlXWI

CONTACT US
Visit the Emulation program at www.gemes.com, or contact us at geminfo@sri.com. A complete
GEM parts list is available at our website. Remember, GEM devices are NEVER discontinued!
Stay Connected, follow us on Twitter! Twitter Handle: @SRIEmulation, URL: https://twitter.com/

